How to deposit, withdraw, buy & sell BCNA coins on CoinDeal

Creating an account

1. Head over to Coindeal and create an account.
2. Log in to your account. In the top right corner, hover over your name, and head over to “Profile”.
3. Complete the level 1 KYC verification in order to be able to deposit and withdraw.

Once your KYC has been approved, you can continue to step A (buying and withdrawing BCNA coins) or B (selling and depositing BCNA coins).

A) Buying BCNA coins and withdrawing BCNA coins

BitCanna is paired against Bitcoin, this means you can only currently buy BitCanna with Bitcoin. The easiest way would be to deposit Bitcoin to the exchange. With this Bitcoin, you can then continue to purchase BCNA coins. You could also deposit fiat currency (euro, dollars etc.) through credit card, then purchase bitcoin, and then proceed to buy BCNA.

1. Click “Deposit Funds” in the top left corner.
2. Select your desired purchase method: Cryptocurrency Transfer or Credit Card.
2a. If you chose Cryptocurrency Transfer, send your Bitcoin to the provided address on your screen.

2b. If you chose Credit Card, fill out your details and complete your purchase. Next, select the BTC market which supports your currency, such as BTC/EUR, and purchase your BTC. If you don’t know how an cryptocurrency exchange works, read the rest of the guide to see an example of how to buy and sell BCNA.

3. Now it’s time to purchase BCNA coins. In the top left corner head over to BCNA/BTC (https://frontend.coindeal.com/market/BCNA-BTC/).

4. You can now choose to either buy BCNA directly, or place an order to try and receive them for a lower price. You could also click on the lowest sell order price as displayed in the picture below.
5. If you’ve clicked on the price, it will be displayed in the top left of your screen, as illustrated in the image below (1). Now enter the amount of BitCanna (2) you wish to buy, or press “Max” to buy the maximum amount for the price you’ve entered. Double check if you haven’t made any mistakes and press “Buy” (3). Your order will now be created.

6. You will now instantly receive BitCanna’s if there was a sell order for the price you had entered, if there wasn’t, an order will be created as displayed on the image below.
7. You can now withdraw the coins you’ve purchased by heading over to “Wallets” in the top navigation bar. Find the BCNA currency and press the “–” in the right side of your screen.

8. First, enter the amount you wish to withdraw. Next, enter your BCNA wallet address (generated in either the Lite wallet or Node wallet, guides for these wallets can be found here). Enter your 2FA code and press “Withdraw”. Your coins should be added to your balance within 10 minutes.
B) Selling BCNA coins and depositing BCNA coins

1. Deposit your coins by heading over to “Wallets” in the top navigation bar. Find the BCNA currency and press the “+” icon next to the currency.

2. Head to the “Send” section of your Lite wallet or Node wallet and paste the address in the “Address” field (see screenshot below). Next, fill out the amount you wish to send in the “Amount” field. Your funds should arrive within about 10 minutes.
3. If you wish to sell your BCNA coins, head over to https://frontend.coindeal.com/market/BCNA-BTC/.

4. Press the “Sell” tab in the left side of your screen (1) as illustrated in the image below. Next, place the BTC price you would like to sell a single BCNA for (2). Or simply click the highest buy order or lowest sell order and the price will automatically show up. Now fill out the amount of BCNA’s you wish to sell (3). Double check if you haven’t made any mistakes and press “Sell” (4). Your order will now be created.